HOW TO REACH THE CONGRESS VENUE

BY AIR

Linate
Take bus no. 73 in the "National Arrivals Exit" area all the way to the terminal in Piazza San Babila. Go down into the Metro. Here take the Red Line 1 (Rho Fiera Milano direction). For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m. For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

Malpensa
The “MALPENSA EXPRESS” train service will take you directly from the airport to the centre of Milan in 40 minutes, arriving at the Ferrovie Nord “Cadorna” station. Here take the Red Metro Line 1 (Rho Fiera Milano direction). For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m. For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

Orio al Serio
The “AUTOSTRADALE” or “AIR PULLMAN” bus service will take you directly from the airport to Milan Central Station in 60 minutes: then take the Metro Green Line 2 (Abbiategrasso direction) and get off at “Cadorna”. Here take the Red Line 1 (Rho Fiera Milano direction). For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m. For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

BY TRAIN

Central Station – Garibaldi Station
Take the Metro Green Line 2 (Abbiategrasso direction) and get off at “Cadorna”. Here take the Metro Red Line 1 (Rho Fiera Milano direction). For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m. For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

Stazione Cadorna
Here take the Metro Red Line 1 (Rho Fiera Milano direction). For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m. For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

BY CAR

From any of the ring roads circling Milan follows the signs to Fieramilanocity, or to any of the large Park & Ride car parks located close to these Metro stops:

Cascina Gobba (1800 cars). Green Line
San Donato (1800 cars). Yellow Line
Famagosta (3000 cars). Green Line
Bisceglie (1900 cars). Red Line
Lampugnano (2000 cars). Red Line

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Buses & Trams
For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance:
Bus No. 78 – Eginardo/Colleoni stop
For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance:
Bus no. 78 – get off at Colleoni/Gattamelata
Tram no. 27 - get off at Piazza 6 Febbraio

Metro
Red Line 1:
For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m.
For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

Green Line 2:
get off at "Cadorna".
For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: take Red Line 1 (going to RHO Fiera Milano) and get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m.
For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

Yellow Line 3:
Get off at “Duomo”, switch to the Red Line 1 (RHO Fiera Milano direction).
For "Viale Eginardo / Viale Scarampo" entrance: get off at the “Amendola” stop – 700 m from the Congress Centre, or at “Lotto” approx. 800 m.
For "Piazzale Carlo Magno / Via Gattamelata" entrance: get off at the “Cadorna” stop, exit the subway and go to the railroad station above: take the first train departing and get off at the “Domodossola” stop – just 600 m from the Congress Centre.

GATE ENTRANCES

Gate 2 – located in Viale Eginardo : will be a dedicated entrance for pedestrians during congress days.

Gate 17 – located in Piazzale Carlo Magno : will be a dedicated entrance for pedestrians during congress days.

Gate 17 – located in Piazzale Carlo Magno: will be the dedicated entrance for car that wish to park inside the congress venue during congress days.